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EMBEDDING IN TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES

GARY RICHARDSON

Abstract. Let LX denote the set of all continuous linear functional on the

locally convex topological vector space X. The space L^X denotes LX

endowed with the compact-open topology. We investigate the spaces, X,

which have the property that the natural map from X into L^tL^X) is an

embedding.

Preliminaries. The reader is referred to Jarchow [6] for basic definitions and

terminology not mentioned here. Since convergence spaces are more abun-

dant than topological spaces, it is sometimes convenient to characterize

certain topological properties in terms of an associated convergence space.

For example, the completion of a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector

space X is shown by Butzmann [1] to be LC(LCX), where LCX denotes the set

LX endowed with the continuous convergence structure; that is, the finest

convergence structure, c, such that the evaluation map w: LCX X X -» 7? is

continuous. Convergence space properties of LCX are used here to investigate

the spaces, X, such that the natural map i: X -> LJ^L^X) is an embedding,

where "co" denotes the compact-open topology. A space X satisfying the

latter condition is called co-embedded.

The symbol X will always denote a Hausdorff locally convex topological

vector space. Another convenient convergence vector space associated with X

is A", defined as the set X equipped with the following convergence structure:

§" -»• x in A" iff ?F -» x in X and <$ contains an A"-compact subset. The space

X" is the coarsest locally compact convergence vector space finer than X.

Moreover, for any convergence vector space Y, let KY denote the finest

locally convex topological vector space coarser than Y. Let kX denote the

coarsest fc-space finer than X, and let ckX be the space obtained from kX by

taking the convex neighborhoods of 0 in kX as a base for the neighborhood

filter of 0 in ckX. These notions were introduced and studied by Frölicher

and Jarchow [3]. A space X is called a ck-space whenever ckX = X. More-

over, ckX is the finest locally convex topological vector space which has the

same compact subsets as X; furthermore, KX' = ckX. Hence ti follows that X

is a c&-space iff X = KY for some locally compact convergence vector space
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Y. Butzmann [1] has shown that LCX is a locally compact convergence vector

space.

The notation Lco(LcoX) is condensed to simply L^X; similarly for

LC(LCX). Thus X is co-embedded iff i: X -» L^X is an embedding. Cook and

Fischer [2] have shown that the equicontinuous subsets of LX and the

relatively compact subsets of LCX coincide. Frölicher and Jarchow [3] have

shown that the equicontinuous subsets of LX coincide with the relatively

compact subsets of L^X iff X is co-embedded; in particular, barrelled spaces

and dc-spaces are co-embedded. It is shown later that a co-embedded space is

not necessarily a ck-svace. It is straightforward to show that if X and X' have

the same duals, then X is co-embedded iff A' is a ck-space.

2. Co-embedded spaces. Let X denote the completion of X. It follows from

Grothendieck's completeness theorem that if X is co-embedded, then L^X is

a subspace of X; in particular, L20X is a subspace of L2X.  fj

Proposition 2.1. A space X is co-embedded iff(LcoX) = LCX.

Proof. As mentioned in §1, the equicontinuous subsets and the relatively

compact subsets of LCX coincide. Since LcoX and (LcoAr) have the same

compact subsets, then X is co-embedded. Conversely, suppose that LcoX and

LCX have the same compact subsets. It is shown by Jarchow [7] that LCX is

the convergence space inductive limit of the spaces {(U°, o^U is a neigh-

borhood of 0 in A'}, where U° is the polar of U in LX and au is the topology

of pointwise convergence. Thus (LcoX) = LCX follows immediately.   □

Let AY denote the finest topological space which is coarser than the

convergence space Y.

Proposition 2.2. Suppose that X is co-embedded; then ALCX (KLCX) is the

only k(ck)-space between LcoX and LCX. Further, if LcoX and LCX have the

same duals, then KLCX is the only co-embedded space between LcoX and LCX.

Proof. Let Y be a /c-space such that LcoX < Y < LCX. From Proposition

2.1, Y~ = LCX, and since y is a A>space, then by Theorem 3.1 of [8], A T— Y,

so ALCX = Y. Next, let Y be a co-embedded space such that LœX < Y <

LCX. By hypothesis, it follows that L^Y = L20(KLCX), so Y = KLCX.   □

Corollary 2.3. Let X be a co-embedded space such that LcoX and LCX

have the same duals. Then LC0X is co-embedded iff it is a ck-space.

Komura [9] has given an example of a Montel space X which is not

complete. It follows that LßX = LcoX, where ß denotes the strong topology.

Since LßX is also a Montel space, then X = LßX =£ X. Moreover, since X is

co-embedded, then Ll0X is a subspace of X, so it follows that LcoX and LCX

do not have the same duals; in particular KLCX ^ LcoX. Hence it follows

from Proposition 2.1 and § 1 that LcoX is not a cA>space. This shows that the

duality condition in Corollary 2.3 cannot be eliminated since LcoX is

co-embedded yet not a ck-space.
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In case X is metrizable, then by the Banach-Dieudonne' Theorem (cf. [5, p.

272 (1) and (3))], it follows that LcoX = ALCX. Hence LC0A" is a cA:-space and

has the same dual as L.A", so LcoX is co-embedded and also L2 X = X.

Proposition 2.4. Let X be a space such that i(X) is dense in L20X. Then

iix'. LmX ̂  L3mX is an onto embedding iff L^X is co-embedded.

Proof. Suppose that iLX: LmX-* L^X is an embedding. Since ix(X) is

dense in 7^0A", then it follows that ijf: L^A"-» L^A" is injective. Moreover,

'* ° '/a- is tne identity map on LA*. Hence i^ is an onto embedding.   □

Corollary 2.5. Suppose that ix: X —> L2coX is an onto function. Then i^:

LC0X -» L3mX is an onto embedding.

Proof. Since ixl: L2C0X —> X is continuous, then (ix1)*: LmX -» L^A" is

also continuous. However, it is straightforward to check that (ix ')* = i^, so

by Proposition 2.4, iLX is an onto embedding. D

Some of the above results give sufficient conditions in order that LcoA" be

co-embedded. However, this question remains, in general, unanswered. Our

next proposition deals with the existence of a coarsest co-embedded space

which is finer than a given space.

Lemma 2.6. Let Y be any co-embedded space which is finer than X; then

Y > ix(X), where the latter is considered as a subspace of L^X.

Proof. Let a : Y -» X denote the identity map. Then the following diagram

is commutative and a** ° iy is continuous.

Y-S->X

i'Y

LcoX ^co^

Hence it follows that Y > ix(X). D

Let A" be a given space and define Xß recursively as follows: A"0 = X;

Xß = i(Xß_x) whenever /? is a nonlimit ordinal > 1; Xß = sup{A"Ja < ß)

whenever ß is a limit ordinal. Note that each Xß is a Hausdorff locally convex

topological vector space and that X < Xa < Xß whenever a < ß. The chain

{Xß\ß > 0} must eventually terminate for some ß. Hence Xß+l = Xß is a

co-embedded space. From Lemma 2.6, it follows that Xß is the coarsest

co-embedded space which is finer that X, and is denoted by co A. By

Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 of Frölicher and Jarchow [3], it follows that if

X is complete then co X is also complete. Hence we have shown the

following.
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Proposition 2.7. There is a coarsest co-embedded space, co X, finer than X.

Moreover, if X is complete, then co X is also complete.

Haydon [4] has given an example of a complete space X such that ckX is

not complete. Hence it follows from Proposition 2.7 that, in general, co X and

ckX differ. Since ckX is co-embedded, then ckX > co X holds in general.

The following interesting result was pointed out to me by Professor Kelley

McKennon at the American Mathematical Society meeting in Reno, Nevada.

Proposition 2.8. An infrabarrelled space X is co-embedded.

Proof. Let A be a compact subset of LcoX and suppose that A is not

strongly bounded. Then there exists a bounded subset [xn\n > 1} of A" and a

subset [f„\n > 1} of A such that for each natural number n,fn(xn) > 2n. Let

$ be an ultrafilter on LX containing the filter generated by the sequence (/„).

Since A is compact, then assume that $ converges to/in LcoX. Further, since

(x„/n) converges to 0 in X, then O converges uniformly to/on the compact

subset K = {x„/n, 0\n > 1} of X. Let H E O such that \g(z) - f(z)\ < 1 for

each g E H and z E K. Let (/„t) be a subsequence of (/„) contained in H.

Since \f(x /nk)\ < 1 for k sufficiently large, then it follows that ¡/^(.x^)! <

2nk for k sufficiently large, which is contrary to f„(xn) > 2/z for all n > 1.

Hence A is strongly bounded, and so by hypothesis A is equicontinuous.   □

Concluding Remarks. It can be shown by using routine arguments that

the property of being co-embedded is preserved under the process of taking

locally convex direct sums, a continuous open linear image, inductive limits,

and products. Furthermore, it can be shown that if X is co-embedded, then its

completion X is also co-embedded; in fact, z'¿: X -» L^X is an onto embed-

ding since Ll0X is complete.

Note that Corollary 2.5 implies that if i: X -h» Ü^X is an onto function, as

is the case whenever X is complete, then co X = L^X. Moreover, the

example given in §6.1 of [3] is complete but not co-embedded. However, if X

is complete and has the Mackey topology t(X, LX), then it follows easily that

X is co-embedded. Since there are c/c-spaces which do not have the Mackey

topology (cf. §6.2 of [3]), then co-embedded spaces do not necessarily have

the Mackey topology. We conclude with the following question. Is a space

endowed with the Mackey topology necessarily co-embedded?
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